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BY PETER McNAMARA

The rice of technology is not something we should fear
QUITE a bit of my technology is
currently in rice.

It began with my phone, which I gave
a spin in the washing machine last
weekend.

In a recess of my brain, I recollected
someone telling me the way to rescue it
was to submerge it in a bowl of basmati
for 24 hours and the world’s most popular
staple food would absorb the moisture.

Without much expectation, I did
exactly that and after a day I managed
to switch it back on.

While it wasn’t exactly going at full
pelt, I did manage to save all my
numbers, pictures and texts.

A day later, a lady friend, who can
sometimes by persuaded to do my

washing if I leave it in the hamper long
enough, informed me she had found my
iPod Shuffle, a device I use solely to mo-
tivate myself while road-running to the
themes of and
Fair to say, I can barely make it past
400m without a suitably uplifting tune to
keep me from stopping and sobbing.

She’d put it through the wash, though
helpfully explained it was my fault for
leaving it in my jogging pants pocket.

While normally I’d lose my cool if
someone did this, my own phone rinse
saga precluded this reaction.

So I popped it into another bowl of
rice, but as 24 hours have yet to pass,
I’m not sure if it’s working it’s magic yet.
The only variable was this time I used

long-grain rice, which concerns me.
If successful, I’m wondering if rice

can’t solve a lot more of humanity’s
problems, even accepting it is doing a
good job alleviating world hunger.

My old TV packed up a month ago
and a black bag of rice will be participat-
ing in its very near future. I bought it in
Curry’s and am hoping to fix it in rice.

Why stop there with its healing
powers? If you ever damage a limb, the
medical advice is RICE (Rest. Ice.
Compression. Elevation.) But what harm
is there in sticking your foot in a bucket
of wholegrain next time you twist your
ankle? Probably very little.

Back to the world of technology, it was
nice to see Old Giovanni is getting to
grips with it after he texted Kevin Doyle
he had been dropped. Maybe he sent
two group messages, one to those in,
and one to those out. Perhaps once he
is up to speed he could save himself the
bother and just tweet the squad.

We have no chance tonight. Sweden
scored four against England and Ger-
many. We scored four against the

Faroes, and that was a struggle.
I do fancy us holding them until

half-time. In their past six games,
Sweden have scored twice in the open-
ing 15 minutes, none in the next 30 and
17 in the second half (leaving in five
after the break).

Dublin (1/4) are a no-brainer in Croker
against Down, while I did think Kerry
needed to win the game in Tralee more
than Cork, that Powers are offering 6/5
on the Rebels means I’m going to follow
the form.
Recommendation: Draw/Sweden

(16/5), Dublin and Cork will give you an
11/1 treble with Paddy Power and will
have you beaming wider than Uncle
Ben’s smile.

Nothing to prise
two rivals apart Last Week

G
UNNING for a fourth Allianz
NFL Division 1 win on the
spin, Cork are a shade
odds-on favourites with Lad-
brokes to send Kerry a step

closer to the trapdoor in Tralee on Sunday
afternoon.

The Magic Sign’s 10-11 represents the tightest
odds offered on a Cork win which would
place Conor Counihan’s unit in a very
advantageous position in terms of securing
one of the four spots in the league
semi-finals.
Bet365, Boyles and BetVictor lay Cork at
evens however Paddy Power installed the
defending champions as marginal outsiders
offering 11-10, the top industry price.
While Powers rate Kerry as an even-money
shot Ladbrokes are pitching 6-5 which, given
Cork’s lengthy injury list, is likely to contract
slightly closer to the time of the throw-in.
Boyles and BetVictor also lay the most
enticing odds on the draw, 7-1.
Unusually, Power’s half-time/full-time double
result market has Cork/Cork and
Kerry/Kerry both available at 9-4, even
though they have Eamonn Fitzmaurice’s side
as favourites.
Cork/Kerry and Kerry/Cork are 4-1,
Cork/draw, draw/Cork and draw/Kerry all
14-1, Kerry/draw is 16-1 while the draw/draw
outcome is minimally appealing at a huge
price of 33-1.
To minor stakes backing the game to be level
at half-time and full-time is likely to give
punters a run for their coppers as matches
between the teams are rarely one-sided.
In fact, how many times have Kerry-Cork
encounters ended all-square?
Before investing however double-check with
the other firms as their odds may be
lengthier on the possibility of such an
outcome.
The last two league games contested by the
teams resulted in a victory each but in each
match just one score separated the sides –
Cork accounted for Kerry in Tralee two years
ago 0-17 to 1-13 while the Kingdom overcame
the Rebels at Páirc Uí Chaoimh in 2012, 0-13
to 0-11.
For the sake of a minimal outlay, odds of 33-1

could turn out to be up to 11 points too high
given the statistical form of these teams’
head-to-head record recently.

Recommendation: Kerry v Cork:
Draw/draw double result, 0.25pt 33-1 Paddy

Power.
HURLING

Meanwhile, Tipp, strongly recommended on
February 22 in the Allianz NHL Division 1
outright market (3pts 4-1 bet365, William Hill)
are currently just 8-15 with Paddy Power to
top Division 1A while bet365, Boyles and
Powers see Eamon O’Shea’s charges as a 13-8
chance to lift the league trophy though
Ladbrokes lay 7-4.
Defending champions Kilkenny are the
second favourites at odds ranging from
Boyles’ 2-1 to Ladbrokes’ 11-4.

Power’s 4-1 about Galway lifting the trophy is
the shortest price in the business however
Boyles’ 7-1 will probably drop a point or two
if Anthony Cunningham’s westerners, just 4-9
to topple Cork on Sunday, recover from the
loss incurred to Tipp.
Despite Ladbrokes’ stance, Boyles’ odds of 4-6
on Galway winning in Pearse Stadium will
offer Cork supporters more hope.
The Magic Sign’s 2-1 is a far cry from Boyles’
offer of 11-8 about a Cork triumph, too.
The Ladbrokes’ odds-compilers obviously
expect a home win for Cunningham’s unit
however Galway were far from impressive in
their most recent outing and despite Cork’s
awful recent record against the Tribesmen
JBM’s men are likely to perform closer to 11-8
suggests than 2-1.

Unfortunately, however, Cork are 20-1 for
league glory which is understandable.
As well as that, the Leesiders are the
5-4 favourites with Power to be relegated.
A lot has been said and written about
Cork’s below par showing in the second half
of their collision with Clare last weekend
however JBM will have the Rebels primed for
Sunday.

SOCCER INTERNATIONALS
Ireland have won three and drawn one of
their seven competitive meetings with
Sweden but Giovanni Trapattoni’s side are
not likely to enhance that record at the
Friends Arena in Solna tonight according to
Paddy Power.
Ireland are 6-1 with the Irish firm to engineer
a third Group C victory while Trap’s team
can be supported at 6-4 +1 in the handicap
betting market.
Sweden have been backed all week to win
this particular contest and it is so, so hard to
argue with the general view the hosts will
prevail.
Sweden are 8-15, the draw 14-5.

DOMESTIC
Cork City could be value 29-20 shots with
BetVictor to dispose of Derry City at Turner’s
Cross on Sunday in the Airtricity League
Premier Division.
I like the way they displayed such character
to win from behind against Bohs and can
gain further momentum.
Recommendation: Cork City: 1pt 29-20,
BetVictor.

City beating
Bohs paid a
nice dividend

CORK CITY’S successful outing against
Bohs in the Airtricity League Premier
Division last Friday night ensured
bettors made a profitable beginning to St
Patrick’s weekend.
City were recommended to win (2.5pts
10-11 bet365, Boyles, BetVictor) and
though the more speculative bet on the
Leesiders to win -1 (0.5pt 13-5 Paddy
Power, Stan James) proved fruitless the
main investment represented the sixth
weekend winning recommendation of
2013.
However, Clare’s dominance in the
second half of the Allianz NHL Division
1A tie with Cork scuppered our punt on
JBM’s side landing our seventh winner.
JBM’s men were strongly advised (4pts
8-13 Boyles, William Hill) to earn two
more points in the section and were also
recommended in a handicap betting
double with Conor Counihan’s
footballers against Donegal.
Cork -2 (v Clare) & Cork -1 (v Donegal)
1pt evens & 6-5 double would have paid a
3.4-1 double for unfortunate punters.

Cork’s Graham Canty and Noel
O’Leary leap high to challenge
Donegal’s Neil Gallagher
during last weekend’s NFL
Division 1 at Páirc Uí Rinn.
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